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Introduction

spin current

The concept of spin current is widely used in 

the field of spintronics.

However, spin current is introduced as the flow of spin, 

whose definitions owe to observation methods.

The spin vorticity is 

• an observable physical quantity defined as the rotation 

of the spin angular momentum density

• the mechanical physical quantity derived by the 

invariance under the general coordinate transformation

• introduced naturally on the basis of the “quantum 

electron spin vorticity principle”

In this study, we discuss theoretical aspects of the spin Hall effect and inverse spin

Hall effect on the basis of the “quantum electron spin vorticity principle” without

introducing the spin current but the spin vorticity.

spin vorticity



Quantum electron spin vorticity principle 

Equation of motion of electronic spin

Spin vorticity of electron
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The “quantum electron spin vorticity principle”, which is derived in the framework 

of the supergravity, leads to the equation for the vorticity of spin and the equation 

of motion of local spin. These equations include local contributions, while the 

EOMs of spin based on the quantum mechanics do not.

Spin vorticity

Spin torque
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spin current spin charge current spin vorticity charge current

A conversion of the kinetic momentum of

electron into the electronic spin vorticity

A conversion of a charge current into a

transverse spin current

【Spin vorticity principle】【Conventional concept】

★Spin Hall effect



The conservation law of  momentum

The time evolution of the electron spin is driven 

by the antisymmetric component of the electric 

stress tensor through the vorticity.

The rotation of the spin torque as the driving

force is converted into the kinetic momentum

through the generation of the spin vorticity.

Spin Hall effect：
A conversion of the kinetic momentum of

electron into the electronic spin vorticity, and

then spin angular momentum is generated at the

both edges of the conductor.

Inverse spin Hall effect：
A conversion of the electronic spin vorticity

generated by an applied spin torque into the

kinetic momentum of electron in the conductor.

★Summary

The spin vorticity principle

【Concept based on the spin vorticity principle】


